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Abstracts:

RANDOMNESS AND QUANTUM NON-LOCALITY
Antonio Acı́n, Instituto de Ciencias Fotónicas, Barcelona

The non-local correlations observed when performing local measurements on some entan-
gled states can be used to certify the presence of randomness in a device-independent
manner. This certification is at the basis of protocols for device-independent quantum key
distribution, randomness generation and amplification. We present recent results on the
connection between randomness and quantum non-locality. In particular, we provide a
simple criterion to detect when Bell setups allow for maximal randomness certification and
prove that maximal randomness cannot be certified in maximally non-local theories.

http://www.icmat.es/NTHA


PATH INTEGRALS, REALITY AND GENERALIZATIONS OF QUANTUM THEORY
Adrain Kent, Cambridge University

I describe some tentative new ideas on modified versions of quantum theory motivated
by the path integral formalism, and on other generalizations, and comment on possible
experimental implications.

FREE RANDOMNESS AMPLIFICATION USING BIPARTITE CHAIN CORRELATIONS
Ravishankar Ramanathan, Uniwersytet Gdański / University of Gdańsk

A direct analysis of the protocol of randomness amplification using Bell inequality violation
is performed in terms of the convex combination of no-signaling boxes required to simula-
te quantum violation of the inequality. The probability distributions of bits generated by a
Santha-Vazirani source are shown to be mixtures of permutations of Bernoulli distributions
with parameter defined by the source. An intuitive proof is provided for the range of partial
randomness from which perfect randomness can be extracted using quantum correlations
violating the chain inequalities. Exact values are derived in the asymptotic limit of a large
number of measurement settings. arXiv-quant/ph: 1303.5591.

THE EXISTENCE OF AN INFORMATION UNIT AS A POSTULATE OF QUANTUM
THEORY

Lluis Masanes, Cambridge University – Bristol University

Does information play a significant role in the foundations of physics? Information is the
abstraction that allows us to refer to the states of systems when we choose to ignore the
systems themselves. This is only possible in very particular frameworks, like in classical or
quantum theory, or more generally, whenever there exists an information unit such that the
state of any system can be reversibly encoded in a sufficient number of such units. In this talk
I will show how the abstract formalism of quantum theory can be deduced solely from the
existence of a suitable information unit, together with two further natural assumptions: the
continuity and reversibility of dynamics, and the possibility of characterizing the state of a
composite system by local measurements. This constitutes a new set of postulates for quan-
tum theory with a simple and direct physical meaning, like the ones of special relativity or
thermodynamics, and it articulates a strong connection between physics and information.



ENTANGLEMENT SAMPLING AND ITS APPLICATIONS
Stephanie Wehner, CQT, National University of Singapore

A natural measure for the amount of quantum information that a physical system E holds
about another system A = A1, ..., Anis given by the min-entropy Hmin(A|E). Specifically, the
min-entropy measures the amount of entanglement between E and A, and is the relevant
measure when analyzing a wide variety of problems ranging from randomness extraction
in quantum cryptography, decoupling used in channel coding to physical processes such
as thermalization or the thermodynamic work cost (or gain) of erasing a quantum system.
As such, it is a central question how the min-entropy changes after some process M trans-
forms A to M(A). Here we introduce a powerful tool relating the resulting min-entropy to the
original one that has numerous applications.

A prime example of such a process is the one of entanglement sampling, where we
select some subset S of the systems A1, ..., An, and ask about the entanglement that E has
with the selected systems AS , i.e.,Hmin(AS |ES). This has two applications by itself in that it
provides us with the first local quantum-to-classical randomness extractors for use in quan-
tum cryptography, as well as decoupling operations acting on only a small fraction AS of
the input A.

Joint work with Frederic Dupuis and Omar Fawzi.

IF NO INFORMATION GAIN IMPLIES NO DISTURBANCE, THEN ANY DISCRETE
PHYSICAL THEORY IS CLASSICAL

Corsin Pfister, CQT, National University of Singapore

It has been suggested that nature could be discrete in the sense that the underlying state
space of a physical system has only a finite number of pure states. Here we present a
strong physical argument for the quantum theoretical property that every state space has
infinitely many pure states. We propose a simple physical postulate which dictates that
the only possible discrete theory is classical theory. More specifically, we postulate that no
information gain implies no disturbance, or read in the contrapositive, that disturbance
leads to some form of information gain. What is more, we show that non-classical discrete
theories are still ruled out even if we relax the postulate to hold only approximately in the
sense that no information gain only causes a small amount of disturbance. Our postulate
also rules out popular generalizations such as the PR-box that allows non-local correlations
beyond the limits of quantum theory.

COMPLETE INSECURITY OF QUANTUM PROTOCOLS FOR CLASSICAL
TWO-PARTY COMPUTATION

Christian Schaffner, Universiteit van Amsterdam – Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica

A fundamental task in modern cryptography is the joint computation of a function which
has two inputs, one from Alice and one from Bob, such that neither of the two can learn
more about the otherâs input than what is implied by the value of the function. In this
work, we show that any quantum protocol for the computation of a classical deterministic
function that outputs the result to both parties (two-sided computation) and that is secure
against a cheating Bob can be completely broken by a cheating Alice. Whereas it is known
that quantum protocols for this task cannot be completely secure, our result implies that
security for one party implies complete insecurity for the other. Our findings stand in stark
contrast to recent protocols for weak coin tossing and highlight the limits of cryptography
within quantum mechanics. We remark that our conclusions remain valid, even if security
is only required to be approximate and if the function that is computed for Bob is different
from that of Alice.

Joint work with Harry Buhrman and Matthias Christandl
PRL: http : //prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v109/i16/e160501

http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v109/i16/e160501


DIQKD FOR 3 PARTY USING ONLY ONE DEVICE PER PARTY
Pankajkumar Joshi, Uniwersytet Gdański / University of Gdańsk

In all the previous work on DIQKD the protocols required to use all the devices to be specially
and securely separated. This requirement is quite impractical. Just recently Barrett, Colbeck
and Kent (BCK) came up with composably secure protocol for DIQKD using only 2 devices.
Here in this work we have shown composable security of secret key sharing using genuinely
multipartite chain inequalities introduced by L. Aolita et al. The protocol is a simple modified
version of BCK protocol.


